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Introduction

About The Research

For the past decade or more, digital transformation
has been at the very heart of business innovation.

The research for this report was conducted
by the Technology Innovation Council (TIC),
commissioned by Upstream. Executives
from 56 telco operators worldwide were
asked, via questionnaires, about their
plans for digital transformation. Each
provided insight into the benefits and
challenges of digitalization, how they use
data generated from digital sales, and how
they create revenues from physical and
digital channels. Regions covered are the
Asia Pacific (APAC), Europe, Latin America
(LATAM), North America, and the Middle
East/Africa (ME/A).

From engaging customers and broadening revenue streams to streamlining
operations and enabling more agile processes, digitalization is the great facilitator.
The Covid-19 pandemic has acted as a catalyst for this transformation, forcing
businesses to push through their plans for digitalization much sooner than originally
planned. Where once digital transformation was a matter of staying competitive,
it is now a matter of survival.
The thread holding the economy together now is connectivity, and the opportunity
for telecommunications (telco) operators to facilitate that connectivity is arguably
greater than ever before. During the pandemic telcos have stepped up to fulfill an
unprecedented online traffic, be it for business, health, education or leisure. They
maxed network capacities and supported the economy, governments, critical
organizations, and their customers alike. New regulations came to force to facilitate
these critical upgrades. Operators around the world even provided free access to
public health information and offered free communication to critical healthcare
personnel or data allowances to vulnerable groups. The list goes on.
In order to fulfill that demand, operators looked inwards and pushed forward their
own plans to digitalize themselves. This report provides a snapshot of how telco
operators are walking the road to digital so far and how they are adapting for 2021
and beyond to create value, enhance topline growth and achieve quick wins in their
digitalization journeys.
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highlights

The Covid-19 Effect

Creating digital value

75

%

66

See

73

See integration with

cost
% reduction

Of telcos accelerate
digital plans due
to pandemic

%

key benefit

as

existing channels

as top challenge

Embracing Digital Transformation

65%

1 in 4

74%

Already have digital
strategy roadmaps
(And 35% have not)

MNOs have
KPIs to measure
success

Plan to
increase
investments

#2

Concern
is Privacy

& data
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Digital Sales Deep Dive

70

%

Of telcos generate
revenues mainly from
physical channels

Around the world
More action, less talk

91% switched to
digital channels

Always on
middle ground

50% digital 50% physical
half strategy half action

Forward but still on
the drawing board

Europe

APAC

61% revenues via
physical channels

Operators use data for:
NORTH AMERICA

Upselling and
cross-selling

Targeting and
retargeting
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Digital customer
acquisitions

New customer
leads

ME/A
LATAM

Full of surprises

Low scores in
strategy & action

100% OF TELCOS DERIVE REVENUES
MAINLY FROM PHYSICAL CHANNELS

only 1 in 3 operators
prioritized shift to digital

Digital on Steroids

Covid-19
as a Digital
Transformation
Catalyst

Covid-19 has forced entire
countries into lockdown,
with people having to work,
socialize and entertain
themselves online.

Impact of Covid-19 on the digital
transformation journeys of telco operators
COVID WILL:

4%
21%

The pandemic has inevitably impacted
consumers’ dependence on brick-and-mortar
retail. Whole industries have been expediting
their digitalization, simply because they had to
while telco operators had the added pressure of
having to support a never-before spike in global
digital traffic, supporting whole economies
through connectivity.
So it comes as no surprise that network
operators agree that Covid-19 has caused
them to step up their digitalization efforts. The
majority say the pandemic, still in full force, will
significantly or moderately expedite their digital
plans, while only 21% say it will have little or
no impact. A mere 4% of telcos said Covid-19
will actively delay their journey to digitalization,
casting Covid-19 as more of a catalyst rather
than a hindrance to the digital future of telcos.
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75%

75%
21%
4%

Expedite our digital
transformation journeys
Have little or no impact on our
digital transformation journeys
Delay our digital
transformation journeys

A mere 4% of telcos said Covid-19 will
actively delay their journey to digitalization

From Strategy to Keeping it Real

Operators
Embracing
Digital
Transformation

From Top Line Strategy
With Covid-19 accelerating
operators’ plans for digital
growth, it comes as no surprise
that strategizing and planning
have become key priorities,
at least for most.
Nearly 65% of telcos say that they have already developed
their digital strategy road maps, change management
strategies (63%) while over half of them have already
performed assessments for their technology needs.

65%
Already have
digital strategy
roadmaps
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Already there: Steps taken by operators
to become digital businesses
Developed a roadmap for digital strategy

65%
Developed a change management strategy

63%
Performed a technology needs assessment

57%

The fact that more than one out of three of operators do not have a
digital strategy in place, is still troublesome for a technology-led industry,
however another issue appears to pop-out even more from the survey
data; that of the disconnect between strategy and action.

To Actions & Deliverables
On one hand, operators are
building digital roadmaps and
change management strategies,
however it is unclear how this
will play out, when 75% of
them do not have clear KPIs,
translating their strategies into
concrete metrics.
Operators seem to fall equally short when it comes
to figuring out the role that data has to play in their
digitalization journeys. In the age of data, less than
50% of telcos are concerned with data security,
while even less (39%) with its management.

25

%

Not there yet: Steps taken by operators
to become digital businesses
Developed a data security strategy

48%
Performed an IT skills assessment

46%
Created a data management strategy

39%
Determined the metrics of success

25%

What about Data?

52%

With no data
security
strategy

61%

With no data
management
strategy

Have set
KPIs
FROM STRATEGY TO KEEPING IT REAL THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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the will to invest
Even with no digitalization
metrics in place, and other
hands-on mishaps, 75% of
operators will be increasing
their digitalization investments
going forward.

For the next fiscal year, 30% of operators will increase investments
between 10-20%. Almost a quarter of them (23%) will increase investments
by 20% or more, while 5% will dig deeper upping their spending by 30%.

Operators digital investment increase, 2021
INVESTMENT INCREASE:

21%
18%

75

%

Of telcos will
increase digital
budgets in 2021

30%

5
18%
30%
21%
%

5%

by > 30%
by 20-30%
by 10-20%
by up to 10%

It remains to be seen if the forward-looking investments on digital will be
less on strategizing and more on operators getting their hands “dirty”.
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The Fine Line

Creating
Value through
Digitalization

Cost cutting and efficiencies,
better CX and revenue increase
are arguably the top-of-mind
issues for telcos.
At the same time, in a new -forcibly augmented and brought
forward- digital reality, operators see some big challenges
lying ahead. The jury is still out whether further digitalizing
their businesses will bring the results they anticipate.

Top 3 digital motives
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66%
Improve customer experience

59%
Drive improved revenue growth

46%
Improve process efficiency through automation

Ability to market more effectively to customers

The survey confirms that operators across markets,
identify cost reduction, automation, improving the
customer experience, driving revenue growth all with a clear and direct impact on operator bottom
lines- as the top benefits digitalization can bring.

Driving
revenue
growth

Reduce costs through automation

39%

Opportunities

Cost reduction
through
automation

Top benefits from digital transformation

27%

Digitalization, as expected, will also have an impact on the efficiency of
business processes (nearly 40% of operators believe so).
There are opportunities still going unnoticed however, with less than 30%
seeing more effective marketing to customers as well as faster product
development and deployment as key benefits from digital transformation.

Improving
customer
experience

Very few (a mere 18%), seem to
acknowledge the potential of data
on improving business performance.

Challenges

Toughest perceived challenges of switching from physical to digital

Fully or partly convinced on where the
opportunities are, telcos can clearly
identify the big challenges ahead.

73

54

“	We’d struggle to
integrate digital channels
with existing technology”

“	What about
privacy and data?”

43

34

“	We cannot establish
a workable ROI”

“	We lack the relevant
skills internally”

%

%

46

%

%

“	Cost is a
limiting factor”

%

THE FINE LINE THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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It is interesting that operators,
who are usually quite costconscious, place security and
technology integration above
cost and ROI, showing how
real the struggle is.
All of these are fine lines that MNOs need to balance,
should they want to create value out of digitization
and not just make it a catch phrase that looks good
in their investor and analyst reports.
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Some key concerns are:

How do you achieve cost
savings, when you need to
integrate new technologies
with legacy ones and
maintain both?

How can you improve
CX, when you still haven’t
figured out how to make
online interactions safe and
keep personal data secure?

It’s great to expect higher
revenues, but when these
come at unproven ROIs,
how much should one
be investing?

How can you make the most
out of digitization strategies
in terms of automation and
efficiencies, when you lack the
respective skilled personnel?

A Fine Line Quick Win

From Physical
to Digital:
a Digital Sales
Deep Dive

The pandemic came at a time when
operators are dealing with money
constraints and are increasing Capex
spending for extensive network
rollouts, not to mention mounting
pressures on revenues from OTTs.
Many operators worldwide have been forced to close physical
stores due to the pandemic – something many believe to be
permanent, regardless of when the pandemic ends.
Inevitably this has led to the rising importance of digital channels
in bridging the gap created by the closure of
physical sales channels the pandemic brought to force.

Pandemic forced
operators to
go digital
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During the past months, more than half of operators have shifted
from physical to digital sales, and of those that have made the shift,
55% have increased their digital offerings during the pandemic.

Steps taken by operators in past months

57%

55%

Shifted from physical
to digital sales

Increased their
digital offerings

This is a start, but there is still a long way to go before we say
that operators are successful in their digital sales shift. From
a revenue perspective, still over 70% of MNOs mostly rely on
physical interactions -stores and call centers- for generating
income, demonstrating an outright dependence on physical.

>70

%

Generate revenues
mainly from
physical channels

Despite all that is happening, with
e-commerce seeing a huge surge
across all industries, this may be
an issue for telcos.
More so, as physical sales interactions will continue to be
disrupted due to COVID – for at least the first half of 2021.
Physical sales are also more costly, have lower success
rates and less accurate targeting than digital sales.

Physical still
the dominant
distribution channel

A FINE LINE QUICK WIN THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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The Case for Digital Sales1
Consumers are already online
02 Operators can use multiple digital channels

Here’s what has been made evident so far:

01	Consumers have been pushed towards digital commerce. Many will

A multi-channel approach

not go back to physical transactions as before the pandemic2

Covid-19 telecom trends:
% of telecom executives expecting the following trends

93%

Higher online
queries

1
2
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92%

Higher online
sales

52%

Reduction in number
of physical stores

MWL & Upstream, “Whitepaper: Physical no more – the case for shifting to digital sales channels -An MNO guide for the post-Covid era”
Delta Partners, “Outlook for Telecom Operators postC ovid”
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SMS

Email

Web

RCS

Data rewards
platform

Push
notifications

03 Digital channels support pro-active
and customized campaigns

Precision targeting
with personalized offers

04	Digital journeys can be analyzed
and constantly improved

Analytics - A/B testing
(copywriting, layout of forms,
placement of buttons)

A FINE LINE QUICK WIN THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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The missing KPI link?
The survey has already
confirmed there is a gap
between digital transformation
strategies and tangible metrics.
Apart from their obvious importance as a “needed now”
solution, and their many benefits can digital sales also
help bridge the disconnect between operators’ digital
strategies and actions?
The obvious quick win would be to establish a “% of
sales via digital channels” metric. The operators can
clearly identify this figure, so measuring and improving
on it going forward is half the battle won.

New KPIs

% of sales via
digital channels

Digital
channels ROI

We saw telcos perceive the inability to “establish a
workable ROI” among the toughest challenges of switching
from physical to digital channels. However, measuring return
on investment on the area of developing and employing
digital sales solutions marks out a clear-cut and specific
area to assess ROI.
And here are the first and core digitization success KPIs.
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The case for Data
With data fast becoming the most powerful
asset for business growth, telcos have started
to understand that mastering its use is a
fantastic tool for upselling and cross-selling
as well as customer acquisitions through
targeting and retargeting.

Data can improve
performance
As seen from a strategy point of view,
operators are starting to figure out the role
that data has to play in their digitalization
journeys. Among them, some already use it
to improve business performance.

Steps already taken by operators to become digital businesses
New KPIs

Developed a data security strategy

48%
Created a data management strategy

39%

A FINE LINE QUICK WIN THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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Data from Digital Sales
Top uses

66

%

Upselling
and cross-selling

55

%

Telcos have already started to employ data to strengthen and grow their
customer base, using it for upselling and cross selling to their existing
customers (66%) as well as to acquire new ones (55%) digitally. Around half
of them (52%) say they have already discovered the power of targeting and
retargeting. The latter is a vital tool to connect with your customers, help them
make the decision to buy, increase sales and loyalty. It involves using multiple
channels -a combination of the push channels the operators own together
with digital platforms- in order to build effective campaigns, and optimize the
acquisition cost of the paid channels used. This is one to watch.
As m-commerce matures into operators, they need to make more out of data,
using it for individualizing offerings and pricing, using AI techniques, which
currently are in the radar of only few, more progressed telcos.

Digital customer
acquisitions

Other uses

52

%

Targeting &
retargeting
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50

%

New customer
leads
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48

%

Create retention
models

43

%

Provide AI
self-service bot
to customer

39

%

Develop
individual/
dynamic pricing

TELCOS LACK THE RELEVANT
SKILLS INTERNALLY
The skillset element has
emerged as a concern
throughout the telco industry.
Actually it is a concern in
all industries.
From a strategy viewpoint: 57% of operators have worked
on a digital transformation workforce strategy. 46% have
performed IT skills assessments.
Practically, one in three operators see the lack of internal digital
skillset as one of the key issues they face. (And interestingly
one in five acknowledge there is internal resistance in moving
forward with digitalization).

1 in 3

Operators say people
lack digital skillset

Operators are hindered by the effort and expense of
recruiting and training digital sales personnel, whose
skills are quite different from those found within existing
physical sales teams. Here comes outsourcing.

A FINE LINE QUICK WIN THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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Securing the “new normal”
digital transactions
How can you improve CX, when
you still haven’t figured out how
to make online interactions safe
and keep personal data secure?
This could be the million-dollar question. Privacy and security
rank second in the challenges’ scoreboard for operators.

Security & Data Privacy

#2

digitalization
challenge

And rightly so. According to Upstream’s proprietary
data 20203 has seen a persisting mobile malware
activity. The company’s full-stack anti-fraud
platform identified nearly 18 million malware
infected users across 23 markets.

3
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Secure-D, FY 2020 Data Est. , in 23 Countries
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The World is Not Flat

Regional
Snapshots

Emerging Vs
Developed Markets
Overall, operators in developed
markets are generally further
along the digitalization path than
those in emerging markets, but
not in all areas and not by as
much as one might expect.
A key area where emerging market operators fall
behind - in terms of the steps they have already taken
towards digitalization - is the strategy development
for Change Management, where the gap (78% vs 48%)
from their developed market counterparts is as wide
as 30 percentage points.
Equally wide is the gap in shifting from physical to
digital sales channels.

Steps taken towards digitalization: Top variations
between developing & emerging markets telcos
Developed

70%

45%

Shifted from physical to digital sales channels

The above may not come as much of a surprise. However,
the significance is augmented for emerging markets where
people, for instance, are unbanked and use their mobiles
for most of their transactions. Or, often run out of data - it
costs a lot more there- and cannot top up. Connectivity in the
developing world is literally a lifeline.
However, there are some areas in which all operators are
equally lagging regardless of geography; tangible success in
digital transformation is foggy all around the globe.

Operators with digitalization metrics in place

17

% Emerging
markets

28
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Emerging

33

% Developed
markets

regional breakdown:
Who leads in the Digital
Sales revenue race?
The shift to digital channels for revenue
creation differs from region to region. On
one hand we have North America (US and
Canada) with the highest digitally driven
revenue percentage in the world (55%
mostly physical), followed by APAC - where
highly digitized societies like Singapore
and Japan pave the way. In APAC digital
revenue creation is also high (61% mostly
via physical channels).
On the other side of the spectrum, in
ME/A, physical is still the king (72% mostly
physical revenues) while LATAM is a big
surprise with 100% of operators mostly
relying on revenues from physical channels.
Europe is right in the middle between the
two regional groups, with 70% of telco
revenues driven by physical interactions.

% Revenue driven through physical vs digital channels

71% Europe

29%

61% APAC
55%

NORTH
AMERICA

39%

45%

72% ME/A

28%

100% LATAM

Channel type:

Physical

Digital

THE WORLD IS NOT FLAT THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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regional breakdown:
Digital Sales on the COVID onset
The extent to which this will change, also shows in the ranking
of what MNOs did on the onset of COVID and whether shift to
digital channels has been core for them or not.

NORTH
AMERICA 91%
For operators in North
America, who are already
leaders, the shift to
digital channels ranks
as the #1 step they have
already taken (91% of
them) towards their
digital transformation.
Interestingly, developing
a digital roadmap (more
strategic) ranks last in
their list of digitalization
steps - confirming a
pragmatic rather than
theoretical approach.
30
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LATAM 43%

ME/A 36%

APAC 54%

Europe 57%

For LATAM which is
a laggard, the shift to
digital channels ranks
as the #3 step, however
with only 43% - less than
half of operators- having
prioritized it. At the same
time, the development
of a digital roadmap
comes first. This is either
spending more time on
strategizing or just a mere
proof that they have been
far from ready.

The situation in ME/A,
a region also featuring
among the laggards,
is similar to LATAM.
Switching to digital sales
is #6 in the ranking of
steps taken, with one-inthree operators having
prioritized it (36%).

For APAC, which has
already progressed its
shift to digital channels,
digital sales rank #6,
however with more than
half (54%) of operators
working on it.

Europe is similar, with
57% having switched from
physical channels, and a
more in the middle ranking
in terms of prioritizing
actions versus strategy.

Switch to Digital Sales Channels: The Regions
% of Operators already switched to digital sales channels

57%

91

%

54%

43%

36%

Operators in N.
America are the
leaders in digital
transformation

THE WORLD IS NOT FLAT THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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Outlook

While markets and whole
economies continue to be
disrupted, telecoms is one
of the few sectors in the
fortunate position to be able
to help with - and benefit
from - the current crisis.
In order to fulfill the connectivity demands
of the “new normal”, telco operators are
pushing forward. They are revisiting business
models, embracing agility and embarking on
digitalization journeys faster than ever before.
Cost reduction, new revenue streams,
enhanced customer experience, acquisitions,
better targeting are but a few of the benefits
that lie ahead if operators get digital
transformation right. They are already heading
in this direction, boosting budgets from
this new fiscal year onwards to reach their
customers via digital.

Here are some observations and short to mid-term goals
that all telcos should be mindful of as we move into 2021:

1. Strategy quick wins by digital
sales KPIs

2. Digital sales cost less

Telco digital strategies still lack direction
and clarity in deliverables. In order
to move on, it stands to reason to be
able to determine what success looks
like at the end of the road. There is
an opportunity here for quick wins on
deliverables via targeting increase in
digital sales & ROI. SMART-ready KPIs.

The perceived cost of digitalization and
perceived questionable ROI need to be
seen versus the expected overall cost
reductions, i.e. by switching from physical
to digital sales channels. An exercise
identifying specific solutions and their
pricing models would easily provide the
answer to the equation. Digital sales
solution come at a fraction of the cost.

3. Outsourcing
when needed

4. Security & data take
front stage

5. Integration not
a concern

With talent and know-how
in short supply across the
sector, swiftly recognizing
areas where outside
expertise is needed to
change faster than normal
may make all the difference.

Security, privacy and data
are not mere concerns;
they are the top issues and
opportunities going forward.

Integrating with existing
technologies may not be
as difficult as seen from
the inside out.

OUTLOOK THE ROAD TO DIGITAL
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Upstream is the go-to technology partner for enterprises
in emerging markets seeking to achieve digital growth.
As a leader in mobile technology, for the past 20 years,
Upstream provides innovative solutions that speak to 1.2
billion consumers. Upstream helps its partners unlock new
revenue streams boosting their customer engagement and
acquisitions, driving conversions and reducing churn. Their
end-to-end solutions invigorate the end customers’ experience
and engagement via the company’s personalized digital
journeys and omnichannel approach. They make migration to
digital sales only a matter of weeks with no need for upfront
investments. And all this with a unique added layer of digital
transaction security powered by their award-winning security
platform, Secure-D, driving fraud-free revenue and end-user
protection. Upstream currently works with more than 60
companies in Telco, Insurance and Retail in over 45 countries
in Latin America, Africa, the Middle East and South-East Asia.

The Technology Innovation Council (TIC),
part of Sonus Research, is a unique research
initiative created and managed by Denise
Culver, a former Heavy Reading research
analyst with decades of experience in
telecommunications and technology.
Members of TIC are telecommunications
service provider executives who have been
personally invited to provide insight into
business and technology trends. Members
of TIC are guaranteed anonymity, enabling
them to participate meaningfully and provide
knowledgeable feedback on business and
technology trends.

Want to enquire about Upstream products
and services? Please contact our Global Sales
Department at:
global-sales@upstreamsystems.com
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